
Science within the Curriculum 

This is a two-page survival guide containing the essential knowledge needed to teach all of 

the Grade 9 Academic strand, Atoms, Elements, and Compounds.  

 

1. Essential Science 

 Evolving atomic model: Thomson’s and Bohr-Rutherford’s atomic models (neutrons, 

protons, and electrons, and their charge, location, and relative mass);  

 Physical and chemical properties of elements and compounds; patterns in the periodic table 

(atomic structure of an element and its position in periodic table) 

 

2. Knowledge Links 

Grade 5 Understanding Matter and Energy: Properties of and Change in Matter; Grade 7 

Understanding Matter and Energy: Pure Substances and Mixtures 

Grade 9 Academic, Chemistry: Atoms, Elements, and Compounds 

Grade 10 Academic, Chemistry: Chemical Reactions; Grade 11 U 

Chemistry; Grade 12 U Chemistry 

 

Matter (Physical and Chemical Properties) 

- Particle theory of matter: matter composed of particles and classified into states 

- Particle classified either as pure substances (elements and compounds) or mixtures (mechanical 

mixtures = you can see two or more parts of mixture, suspensions = solid particles in fluid, and 

solutions = solute dissolved in solvent) 

- Substances have distinct sets of properties: physical (measurable, observable: colour, 

freezing/melting point, boiling/condensing point) or chemical (substance reacts with other 

substance or to energy: heat of combustion, reactivity with water, pH, electromotive force) 

o Physical change does not change what a substance is, while a chemical change results 

in new substances and either gives off or absorbs energy 

The Periodic Table (Elements Organized by Patterns in Properties and Atomic Structure) 

- Element: a pure substance made up of one type of atom, which retains property of the element 

- Atomic theory: evolved through the understanding of various scientists  

o Dalton -> Thomson (plum pudding) -> Rutherford (Gold foil experiment: positive 

nucleus) -> Chadwick (nucleus has protons and neutrons) -> Bohr (electrons exist in 

shells/energy levels) 

- Subatomic particles: protons (positive = +ve) and neutrons (neutral) make up the nucleus (if there 

were only protons, they would repel each other!), while electrons (negative = -ve) move around 

the nucleus 

- Electron shells/orbitals describe where an electron is most likely to be at a given moment; first 

shell contains two electrons, while second and third shells have eight 

- Valence electrons: electrons in outermost shells 



- Three classes of elements are metals (conduct electricity and most are shiny, malleable, ductile 

and solid at room temperature (except for mercury)), non-metals (do not conduct electricity, brittle, 

hard, and reactive), and metalloids (solids at room temperature but do not conduct electricity well) 

- Periodic Table: symbols (roman alphabet of Latin names or scientist names, capital letter first 

followed by lower case letter if needed), atomic number (number of protons), atomic mass 

(average mass of atoms), ion charge, groups 

- Ions formed when atoms gain electrons (anion: ion with -ve charge) or lose electrons 

(cation: ion with +ve charge) 

- Groups emphasize patterns (ex: Noble gas elements have eight valence electrons and 

are inert) 

Ionic Compounds and Molecular Compounds (Combined Elements) 

- Compound: a pure substance made of two or more elements that are chemically combined 

(properties of compounds different from properties of respective elements); formed so that atoms 

will have full valence shells 

- Ionic compounds (salts) are held by ionic bonds (transfer of electrons from metal to non-metal, 

creating +ve metal ions and –ve non-metal ions, joined together by electrostatic forces = opposite 

charges attract); conducts electricity, high melting point (electrostatic force hard to overcome) 

- Molecular compounds are made up of molecules held by covalent bonds (electrons shared by two 

or more non-metals); does not conduct electricity, low melting points (bonds easy to break) 

- Nomenclature 

- Ionic compound: name of metal ion plus root of non-metal ion with suffix “ide” (ex: 

NaCl = sodium chloride) 

- Inorganic compound: Greek prefixes (mono-, di-, tri-, tetra-, penta-) plus “ide” for last 

element (ex: CCl4 = tetrachloride) 

 

3. Commonly Held Misconceptions (all False!) 

- Atoms are microscopic versions of elements. 

- Atoms can be seen with a microscope.  

- Electrons and protons are the only fundamental particles.  

- The electrons in an atom orbit its nucleus like planets in the solar system orbit the sun.  

- Atoms “own” the electrons in their orbits.  

 

4. Common Activities 

Mystery Powders 

Objective: As detectives, students will investigate physical and chemical properties of substances 

Materials: salt, sugar, baking soda, cornstarch, water, vinegar, iodine 

Atoms, Elements, and Compounds 

Objective: As mentors to younger grades, students will explain the difference between atoms, 

elements and compounds, and arrange the materials into a pseudo periodic table 

Materials: Lego, or screws, or marshmallows etc  


